2000 blazer speaker size

Automotive Forums. Are one of the sizes the dash speakers listed as Fronts maybe? Anyone
know for sure the size of the front door speakers in my 4DR LT and or know of any depth
issues? Thanks for any help Dash I don't know. Door panel has 2 small bolts under the arm rest
and then 1 screw in the open handle plastic cup, then pull to remove panel, lift up to get lip off
window opening. The control plate pops off the panel and fits thru the opening - need the door
panel off to easily install new speakers. On install make sure the front plastic clips are clipped
in so door switch does not break see the quarter sized little plastic plate on panel to contact
switch. If you have a 4 door you hear the rears more than the fronts. As for your speakers in the
dash. They are a 4x6 opening but only a select few fit in them because of the mounting depth.
Be careful you dont buy something you cant use. I disconneted my dash speakers and I plan on
dumping tweaters in. I don't find a use for them. I installed my rear speakers today, had to
"recycle" a piece of 18 gauge sheet metal from my local abandoned factory. I made adapter
plates for them and they fit great, I found the crossovers for the speakers. Does any one know if
my blazer has a crossover somewhere between the deck and the tweeters? Yeah i've never
found an answer about the crossover I abandoned my rear speakers and ran four new lines to
the dash and front doors--Infinity 6. I had to cut off one of the mounts on the dash cover to
account for the extra thickness of the plate but it all fits nice and snug now. The finishing touch
is to get a deck with a crossover what Pioneer calles "network mode" so you can send your
highs to the plates in the dash and the mids to the doors. I have to replace the outside mirror on
my '95 Blazer and can't figure out how to remove door panel. The screw in the open handle cup
is obvious but I don't see the " 2 small bolts under the arm rest" Is this just on newer models?
Only took a little time with a jig saw and some patients. As far as the doors, I found that most
good aftermarket speakers were too deep anyways. I wouldnt even mess around with trying to
find direct replacement speakers. Just use a little ingenuity and put in what you want. Im
running a total of 15 speakers watts. All JL audio:evillol:. Did you find the two screws? Just a
note about the two bolts "under the armrest" that some folks have been explaining above.
Looking down at armrest, look inside the the grab handle. Use a small flathead screwdriver to
carefully pry up the cover from the rear end. Once the cover pops off, you'll see two 7mm hex
head bolts. Remove these. Then follow everyone else's instructions to carefully pry off the door
around the edges. Also note, I had to remove the two trim pieces on the top half of the door
before the lower panel could slide up enough to come off. The front trip piece is attached by two
small phillips screws that are easily visible. The rear trim piece has the same attachments as the
lower door panel. Carefully pry off from the bottom. Once the lower one pops out, you can just
swing the trim piece up and out of the way. The power window button is tricky. Once you get the
trim panel off, spin it upside down so that the switch is facing downward. Use a normal sized
flathead screwdriver to the pinch wedge the silver clasps towards the switch. The switch will
pop loose and one of the silver clasps will go flying. Be careful that you don't lose it. Try to keep
the other clasp in place so that you can see which direction they go. My eventual goal was to
replace the speakers. There's a GM spaker connector that is tough to disconnect. My best
advice after I finally unhooked it is that you have to try and squeeze all four sides at the same
time. Good luck. Lastly, I have no idea what GM was thinking, but the hardest part is sliding the
connector under the housing that holds the speaker in place. The housing is attached to the
door by what looks to be four rivets. Dumb design. You'll know what I mean when you see it.
Yes, I could have cut the wires, but I was hoping to easily re-use the connector on the new
speakers. Nonetheless, I finally used a larger flathead screwdriver to pry the housing away from
the door. Eventually the top left rivet-like attachment popped out and the connector slid under
the housing easily. Am I going to be able to pop the rivet back in? Will find out later. If not, looks
like I can drill out the rivet and use a sheet metal screw. Hope this helps. I nned to find out how
big the speakers are in the bakc panel of a chevy blazer 2 door. Does anyone know that
information? Change transmission oil and filter on my Chevy Blazer now when I put it into gear
it won't move forward or backwards. I have a Chevy Blazer LS put in a fuel pump in the tank
started truck and fuel was spraying from the top of fuel pump can i do anything to make the part
not move? While warming up the Chevy Blazer 4. Ok when I get in my blazer at work to go
home. I start it up like normal put it in drive and start to give it gas it acts really strange and
doesn't seem like it wants to go. Finally after a couple I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Chevrolet Blazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Chevrolet Blazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Want to know stock speaker size for my

Blazer I am replacing them with aftermarket speakers. Bob answered 3 years ago. GTOMike
answered 3 years ago. Dagger69 answered 2 years ago. GuruK answered about a year ago. I
bought 6. GuruPP5WL answered about a year ago. So what size is needed for the front doors?
Driver and passenger front doors. For a Chevy blazer Freaky answered about a year ago.
GTOMike answered about a year ago. I would like to have a more rugged feel on my truck. I want
some sort of all-terrain tires but I don't want to go fas far as putting in a lift kit. Can you tell me
what tire size I can safely go to I recently bought new dash speakers for my chevy blazer and I
can't figure out which wire is positive and which is negative coming out of the dash. One is
tanish and one is greenish. I have a Chevy Trailblazer my question is what are the front and rear
speaker size mine is also the Bose equipped model I know the front ones are 8 inches does that
mean the back ones are 8 i I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Speaker Size. Report Follow.
Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new
Chevrolet Blazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get
Started. Search Chevrolet Blazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Asked by Wiki User. The dash speaker
holes on Blazers from will take a 4" x 6" speaker if it is the right depth. Because the dash has a
crossover installed a crossover is used to filter out certain frequencies and in this case filters
out low- and midrange frequencies , most people will simply want to use a tweeter in this
location. Obtaining used tweeters at a junk yard or from eBay may be the best alternative if you
have damaged speakers in this location. Three inch round speakers can clearly be made to fit.
Also keep in mind that the ohm rating on the speaker needs to be close or the same. Most of the
factory speaker systems were designed for 8-ohm channels and the front speakers in the doors
were 4 ohm and the tweeters in the dash are 4 ohm to make a summed total of 8 ohms. The
Chevrolet Blazer dashboard speakers measure four inches by three inches. There is a
dashboard speaker on each side of the dashboard. The 93 K Blazer has 4 x 6 inch in the dash,
and 4 x 10 inch in the rear. The speakers i put in the dash of my 98 were 3. If its a 2 door the
speakers are 6 X 9. I am not sure about the dash board speakers. There are no dash speakers.
Just 6. The door speakers are 6. If you are talking about an S pick up the dash speakers are
going to be 4x6 and the doors will be 6. If it is a S Blazer the same sizes apply for the dash and
front doors and the back doors on a 4 door model will also be 6. Front in dash speakers are 4".
Heres an easy way. Go to crutchfield. I have no idea how big the center channel dash speaker
is. The factory dash cutout speakers are a 4x6 unit. This was a fun custom baffle that I
fabricated and installd myself. And much better in the audio department. The front speakers in a
Jeep Wrangler YJ measure 4 inches by 6 inches. These speakers are in the dash of the vehicle.
The front dash speakers are 4 x 6. Ask Question. Car Stereos and Speakers. Chevy Blazer.
Chevy S See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related Questions. What size speakers
are in a Chevy blazer ZR2? What size speakers go in a 87 Chevy s10 blazer? What size are the
dash speakers in a blazer? What size speakers does a Chevy k blazer have in the dash and rear
panels? What size speakers are in a Chevy blazer SUV? What size speakers fit front panels on a
Chevy LS blazer 4 door? What size speakers are in a Chevy Blazer? What size are the dash
speakers in a Oldsmobile 98? What size speaker are in rear of a s 10 blazer? What size are the
factory speakers and how many speakers are there in a Chevy 4door 4x4 blazer? What is the
size of dash speakers for a Chevy Colorado? What size speakers are in the dash and doors of a
96 Chevy s10? What size speakers are in a Chevy S? What size speakers fit in a Chevy s10?
What size are the front speakers on a passat? What size dash speakers fit in a blazer? What size
speakers fit dash of dodge ram ? What size speakers fit in the dash of a s10 blazer? What size
speakers are in the front dash of a Buick Lesabre? What size are the dash speakers in a 94
wrangler yj? What size factory speakers are in a Chevrolet Blazer? What size are the dash
speackers in 94 gmc? What size are the front door speakers in a Toyota Camry? What size
speakers go in an s10 4x4 blazer? What is the size of the factory door speakers on a Chevy
custom deluxe? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By
Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go
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I? How old is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did
organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an
onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked
By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger.
Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE
Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By

Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed What size dash speakers fit in a blazer? Unanswered
Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when heat energy is
not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children? Moral lesson
of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa Fumero smoke?
Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights Reserved. The material
on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or otherwise used, except
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